
Attachment 1: Results

Handelsblatt Media Group: Paid Initiative 2018
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1. Number of subscriptions 

before and after launching the 

new Handelsblatt Paywall
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With our 

Subscription 

First strategy 

we gained 

48% more 

subscriptions 

on average 

compared to 

the previous 

year. 

Number of subscriptions over all channels

May* Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

2017 - Before New Paywall 2018 - After New Paywall

* Paywall launched on May 22nd, 2018
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2. How we managed to increase 

subscriptions by A/B Testing
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After we 

launched our 

new strategy 

we started to 

create an A/B 

testing 

culture. 

We completed 

more than 50 

A/B Tests –

Optimizing the 

paywall clicks 

was one of the 

most 

successful.  
Clicks on the Paywall

Paywall clicks on each variant

Original Paywall Variant 1 - WINNER Variant 2 Variant 3 Variant4

Winner

+ 108% 

more clicks

1. Optimizing the paywall by A/B testing
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The test-

version had a 

much stronger 

focus on our 

offers. The 

result was 

clear: 

+37% more 

subscribers 

on desktop 

and +58% 

more 

subscribers 

on the mobile 

website.

2. Optimizing the offerpage layout by A/B Testing

WINNER
A: Original Offerpage B: Test variant



3. Launch of mobile Marketing



How did we start and what did we do?

We strongly believed in the potential to gain subscribers through the app:

| We build up a mobile marketing team

| With a focus on app installs, subscriptions and engagement

| Launched several app & high-reach campaigns

| App installs campaigns throughout the year on social media, Google, Apple Search and in app

networks
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+686%
paid

subscribers

Previous App New App

2017 2018
In 

comparison

to our

previous

app we

managed to

increase the

number of

paying

subscribers

by 686%

Increasement of paid subscribers in the app



Other achievements of our mobile marketing activities
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Number 1 ranking in the

categorie „news“ during

the high-reach campaign

Excellent App store 

rating of 4.5 stars

433.000 App 

Installs in 

2018



Banner examples of our marketing campaigns
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Banner on zeit.de Facebook adBanner in our

newsletter

Apple Search ad


